Hither Mann BIO
-

World’s FIRST female financial trader and educator on a mission to change the face
of females in the financial world - a world still heavily dominated by men
internationally.

-

Self-made Multi-Millionaire and Multiple business owner having started off in the UK
and now relocating to Monaco and the French Riviera

-

Hither has been in business since 2004, owning businesses ranging from property,
financial trading, financial technology, mentoring services, company acquisitions and
more recently public listings in Europe and the U.S stock markets.

-

She is the Founder & CEO of Fortune Academy, world’s first lifetime wealth
education company; specialising in allowing clients to take control of their wealth
over giving control to banks and expensive asset managers.

-

Fortune Academy is actively funding students in her financial trading education
programme – up to £2million per client. Together they split the profits.

-

Credit Suisse have used Hither this year as a “peak performance coach” to bankers in
their Switzerland office. Hither used her knowledge in human behavioural science
and neuroscience to help them hit their “billion euro”revenue targets per team.

-

Hither also set up a Mental Health Charity called The Fortune Family Foundation –
helping the working population have a better relationship with money and help
reduce the anxiety involved with “money-related” problems.

Fortune Academy student base
-

Vice presidents of Credit Suisse and JP Morgan Chase in London
Neurosurgeons, Doctors, Dentists, Medical Professionals
Millionaire business owners
HNW individuals
Children from HNW families
Professional sportsmen such as professional cricketers, athletes,
Students and Employed individuals who are keen to leave their current employment
status

The Fortune Academy philosophy
MINDSET BEFORE MONEY: Hither coaches all her students to reprogram all limiting
belief systems related to wealth and previous cultural stereotypes which may be
hindering the wealth creation process.
-

Hither has a strong set of philosophies on how wealth is acquired:
o Inherited / Marriage into wealth requires little/no skill

o Maintaining this type of is very risky since it is often passed onto poor
decision makers in asset management firms and family office who charge
heavily with little/no performance!
o Creating wealth yourself however requires the highest skill level (which can
be taught through Fortune Academy) since it re-sparks the genius skillset that
was used to create the wealth in the first place!
Fortune Academy respects that wealthy families may lose a lot of their wealth in
succession and thus helps bring that financial control back to the forefront.
Hither provides mentoring so that her students can create wealth through financial
trading, business and asset building, as she also does for the HNW business owners
in the UK.
Hither’s latest project (most relevant to HNW audience)
-

Investing into SME industries with minimum EBITDA £1mill.

-

Current SME sectors being targeted are medical (Harley St in London), legal and
construction.

-

Hither is currently making acquisitions of the SME companies into a group holding
which she will list onto a main market exchange in Europe with a separate listing in
the US main market.

-

The IPO structure is designed to help scale entrepreneurial companies through
routes a traditional bank would overlook.

-

Hither is supporting SME companies that would never get such opportunities from a
banking system and thus once again, celebrating the entrepreneurial, “self-made”
spirit which is integral to her business approach.

-

Hither will be holding investor meetings in Monaco and Mayfair to encourage similar
companies and entrepreneurs to scale internationally.

-

Hither also plans to hold financial trading events in Monaco for HNW individuals who
want to control their wealth curve better than an asset management service.

-

Hither particularly wants to see more women in Monaco learn the art of financial
trading so that they can ensure a financial independent future!

-

Contact info: hither@fortuneacademy.co.uk
Website: www.fortuneacademy.co.uk
Contact Number: +44(0)20 3137 0711
Instagram: @hithermann

Social Media links:
INSTAGRAM
http://www.instagram.com/hithermann
LINKEDIN
http://linkedin.com/in/hither-mann-6919b519
FACEBOOK personal account: https://m.facebook.com/HItherMannOfficial
FACEBOOK Business page:
https://m.facebook.com/hithermann/
TWITTER:
https://twitter.com/HitherMann
YOUTUBE CHANNEL:
https://m.youtube.com/HitherMann

